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About This Game

Take control of the most advanced, insect-sized spy drone. Infiltrate enemy facilities, bypass security and defense systems. Steal
crucial data, hack into secured networks, sabotage vital installations and assasinate top priority targets. And most importantly -

don't ever get detected. MicroSpy is a mix of stealth, action and puzzle. Use your wits to plan and execute complicated
espionage operations. Hack or avoid security systems. Use your size as your advantage. Find hidden passages Avoid being

detected by security cameras and enemy personel. Your detection will result in self destruction. Warning: MicroSpy is a very
challenging game. Expect dying frequently. The are no saves.
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Excellent RPG.. Visual Novel with auto-save function only is an heresy!
Give me true save slots,thanks ^^
And Skip All too...like every good VN do.
On the bright side artwork is pretty.. So I have a few thousand hours between the MotoGP games since 2013 and I've enjoyed
the games by the most part (sim difficulty/pro physics). The physics require much more precision on our end and I feel as
though the tires here are working accurately as they would a real MotoGP bike per comments from Aleix. In previous games, I
was really able to overload the front to scrub off speed but now in this game it requires much more straight line speed or you
low side fairly easily. As in other reviews the AI isn't as realistic. In 2017 any small touch and they'd crash, in VRTG it was as it
is now, a touch and they'd just be bumped, in 2015 they would crash as in 2017. It seems a bit more realistic. In regards to the
other review about tire choice and everything. Having that be more realistic might be helpful, but I know from changing settings
in previous games that it's all based around a designated time regarding an attribute. (race performance in previous games). So
none of the variables that affect the player affect the AI as long as the AI put in relative times. Overall, I feel as though the
game was slimmed down feature wise to increase storage for the games much better graphics. I have no problems with loading
but I also have an i7 with an NVMe SSD for my hard drive. It is kind of atrocious on a typical mechanical drive. I have a lot of
issues at the Brno track, no matter the difficulty, high or low it always seems like I'm on a Moto2 bike being passed by all
GP18s. Other than that frustration the game is pretty good. As a huge MGP fan and a fan of this series the improvements are
nice especially the track accuracy.. great game play. I use the free version, and this works super fine for me. Great Software..
Interesting, easy to learn if you look up a tutorial.

However, I wish it was not birds-eye only view
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It basically feels like a beta for an early Battlefield game. Not bad if you can snag it on sale. A good sale though.. very useful
piece of software
the ability to use this for both recording and streaming makes it very flexable
plus file sizes arent all that bad. This was a weird game with terrible voice acting (think like, early-2000s jRPG dubs bad)
aggressively boring puzzle design and a nonsense plot. Also the characters were just awful. Why was the old guy such a terrible
person?? My favorite scene was where he realizes he needs the snail and then in the same cutscene where he calls it back is
already telling it to go ♥♥♥♥ itself again. The most absurd part is that instead of a final boss battle you platform to the final
boss' location and somehow your platforming causes him to drop dead and the game's like, well, he's dead, and then it just ends.
It was incredibly bizarre.

The central mechanic is that you have a phenomenally specific time machine that takes you back and forth between two exact
moments in time and you can use the differences in the landscape over time to platform. In practice is was stupidly simple -- go
back, move a block, go forward, jump on block, go back move forward, etc. There was never any point at which it wasn't
immediately clear what needed to be done and what needed to be done was always insultingly simple. It was all the worst things
about indie platformers: more attention paid to painting the background than to creating a coherent game, and acting as though
its trite elements were somehow super clever.

Also, it somehow had longer loading times than Witcher 3, which is an absurd thing to have to say about a 2-hour platformer.

that voice acting tho. Brilliant little game.

Over so soon? I feel BitRayed.
. Although Imperium Romanum is now several years old, this city builder is still among the best available on Steam. If you
enjoy simple, yet historically rich sims then this game would be right up your alley.. This game has the holy trinity of what you'd
expect from a terrible game: Zombies. Survival. Early Access.

But let me tell you, this is definitely the most solid of this type of game that I've played, and I've pretty much played them all.
We experienced virtually no bugs or glitches and were able to progress decently throughout our first night of playing. As you
level up, you outgrow areas and move on to new zones similiar to how you would in an MMORPG, so the game stays
challenging consistently. New enemies are introduced and while the game is technically open world, you definitely won't be able
to go too far out of your comfort zone without getting killed by the higher level zombies and creatures in the more difficult
areas.

If you're considering whether or not to get this, it's more than worth it's current price, and becomes much better with friends to
play with.

Overall: 8/10 and this is the first day of Early Access.. Hmm this game...

Look, it's got a long way to go. Is it worth the price tag? No seeing as you can get similar survival games for cheaper and they're
a lot more advanced.

I will say though, these guys run a three man team. While the game has so much more progression to make, they're updating the
game everyday / every second day. Small things, but it's a lot of progression for a small team.

As said, it has a long way to go. Early access is built for that, if you are coming for a working game then don't bother.

<3
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